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Seconds save lives

In Healthcare sector, there is no tolerance for any kind of 

faults since the human life and quality of service is critically 

important. In cases where human life is at risk, the seconds 

become obviously decisive. In addition to that, the faults which 

are badly affecting the service quality are putting the hospitals 

and health centers in a difficult position. So, the tracking of t

asks, healthcare providers, assets, mothers and babies are 

playing a critical role in increasing the service quailty in 

healthcare business.   

More than 10 years, CALLVISION is providing the newest 

technology systems and solutions for healthcare sector. 

While CALLVISION prevents faults in service quality with its 

products designed with IoT and RFID technologies, it ensures 

timely response to emergency cases with time-critical call 

systems needed in emergency situations. 

CALLVISION is providing “Emergency Code Systems” and “Nurse Call Systems” 

for call system requirements of hospitals. Also, CALLVISION  is assisting to make 

the healthcare service more qualified and more efficient by “Asset Tracking Systems”, 

“Staff Tracking Systems”, “Mother and Newborn Tracking Systems”, “Patient Tracking Systems” products. 

In addition to all, “Operating Room Control Panel”, “Patient Isolation Informing Panel” and “IP Clock & Timer” products are satisfying 

the hospital needs. 
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KONYA CITY HOSPITAL TEKİRDAĞ CITY HOSPITAL



 

CALLVISION Nurse Call System helps patients to start nurse calls from their beds, toilet-baths or emergency observation 

rooms. System can be either cabled or wireless. 

CALLVISION Emergency Code System, when an emergency call is initiated from anywhere, starts the relevant emergency 

at that point according to the content of the call. When the call is initiated, information is sent to the previously planned 

units and the hospital can intervene in the relevant event immediately. 

 

CALLVISION Medical Isolated Power System provides an isolated power structure to qualify the hospital to the standard 

Group 2 - IEC 60364-7-710. Also, by the help of panels, the faults and notifications can be observed and failures 

can be prevented. 

CALLVISION IP Clock & Timer Device displays real time information and has a stopwatch feature. The stopwatch feature 

provides audible and visual reminders to the staff. 

LAUNDRY TRACKING SYSTEM 

PATIENT/ELDER TRACKING SYSTEM 

NURSE CALL SYSTEM 

EMERGENCY CODE SYSTEM 

MEDICAL ISOLATED POWER SYSTEM 

OPERATING ROOM CONTROL PANEL 

EMERGENCY SERVICE CONSULTATION PANEL 

IP CLOCK & TIMER DEVICE 

PATIENT ISOLATION INFORMATION PANEL 

CALLVISION Asset Tracking System is tracking the locations of assets like the fixtures (which are being used in diagnose, 

treatment or ER), moving and constant assets. The system works with wireless communication technology. 

 

CALLVISION Staff Tracking System is tracking the locations of the staffs instantly. In addition to that, staff can give mobile 

emergency calls to the system without changing the location. The system works with wireless communication. 

CALVISION Mother and Newborn Tracking System prevents  the mixing of the babies in newborn units. Also it prevents 

the baby abductions from hospital.  Mother-baby bracelets Works with wireless communication technology.  

ASSET TRACKING SYSTEM 

STAFF TRACKING SYSTEM 

MOTHER NEWBORN TRACKING SYSTEM 

CALLVISION Laundry Tracking System tracks the cleaned and uncleaned laundry Gates and the process stations in the 

laundry. In addition to that, it prevents the robbery. 

CALLVISION Operating Room Control Panel provides comfortable working opportunity for the surgery team and controls the ambient 

conditions and surgery devices (such as medical gas, lighting control, negathoscope etc.). It has touch-screen and it contains hands-free functions. 

 

The CALLVISION Emergency Service Consultation Panel allows the doctors in the emergency department to make a selection based 

on the branches and send calls to specialist doctors.   

CALLVISION Patient Isolation Information Panel is a system that provides detailed information about the isolation of patients. 

(Droplet Isolation, Respiratory Isolation, Fall Risk, Contact Isolation, Patient with Low Immune System) 

www.callvision.com.tr

CALLVISION Patient/Elder Tracking System is helping the people, which are in risky and sensitive health situation, by letting them start 

emergency call with the tracking bracelet. Also, the system tracks the instant location and movement of the patient.   
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